Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Ready To Run, A Bit

We had a pretty tame week for the most part until Thursday when things
began to move.
Last week I mentioned that markets needed a few days rest while the
caught their breath along with many stocks.
Up until Thursday this week we did just that and it was about managing
positions and taking profits mostly with a few new buys who treated us very
well sprinkled into the mix
Thursday saw us breakout higher once again and add a few more stocks
and also reduced or exit completely some positions after nice runs before they
report earnings. Playing the earning game is a dangerous one I mostly avoid.
The S&P 500 has broken out higher again and is into new all-time high
territory again and it looks like the week ahead could be another barnburner.
Friday saw monthly options expire and many stocks were pinned to strike
prices to maximize options writers gains as often happens while the S&P did
tack on some nice gains and end at all-time highs.
As for the precious metals, gold and silver are just basing but should
move higher in the week to come.
I’ve said it’s going to take some time before we really see a great
opportunity for anything other than physical metal accumulation.
I did try a small long in both gold and silver this week as they began to
breakout, but they failed and stopped me out the next day.
The metals are not the place to look right now for get rich quick type of
gains but there are some stocks that offer those chances.
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Gold was all but flat for the week rising 0.90%. It’s great action here but
it’s not going anywhere far too fast.
It’s going to take time to get back to the $1,400 level but for now a break
above $1,300 is sure to see a move to the $1,350 area.
It’s likely to take place in the week ahead.
I tried a little early to take a long trade and it didn’t work. I may try again
as we clear $1,300 as long as we don’t do it overnight leaving us with a gap
open here in North America.
I think we see $1,400 before we see $1,200.
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Silver fell 2.32% on the week and is building a nice base here. A move
above $20 should see a quick move to just above $21 and more likely $22.
It’s going to take time here so trading isn’t necessarily the best idea, but
accumulating physical here is a good idea if you’re interested.
Last time silver broke above $20 it was clear sailing, much like the S&P
500 right now. There are going to be so many really great opportunities in so
many stocks in the months and years ahead as this bull market is really just
starting.
If it’s anything like the silver move from $20 to $50 then we could see
the S&P 500 above 4,000 in time.
There is always an area to make money and we’re on those stocks and
markets now in a big way.
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We can’t pick and choose where the bull markets will be, we’ve just got to
identify it and follow it and be ready to rotate into whatever sectors and stocks
are moving best.

Platinum rose 1.23% then stopped right at the 50 day moving average I
talked about last weekend here.
It’s building a great little flag pattern here and set to move higher now. A
move to the $1,540 area looks to be up next and should happen this coming
week.
Great action here to be sure, much better than gold and silver thus far.
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Palladium had a great week and rose 3.58% for the week.
Last week I said the $750 area was likely and had resistance. We
slammed right into that level and now should see a week or two of rest here
before palladium mounts an attack on $770.
We can easily retrace to near $720 before heading higher.
Super action to be sure but we’re trading stocks that move over 3% in a
day, and the odd time we get lucky and they rise 10% on a day so this rise of
near 4% in a week isn’t really attractive to me.
I talk a lot about the times to be in cash and the time to be trading
heavily. We are still in a time to be trading heavily so take advantage of it while
the going is good.
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If you need help timing the market and stocks and being directed
towards which stocks offer the best potential and exactly when to buy, then
consider a subscription with me. It could just be the best thing you do all year.
I’ve lost some subscribers lately. The reasons I’m given is that I have
been right too often on the metals who’ve been weak. People want things to
run to all-time highs and do it now.
I’d love an island in Polynesia too but it’s not going to happen at the
moment, but perhaps in time.
We’ve got to take what is given to us and work with it. It’s a big game
and we have to play it right or we will lose it all quickly.
Enjoy your weekend and the very strong markets while they are here.
Thank you for reading, your support and kind words.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are
having difficulties viewing them please sign up in the left margin for free at
http://www.wizzentradin.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com
with “subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox,
links and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists
of please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Precious Metal Stock Review” does not purport to be a
financial recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service.
Any action taken as a result of reading “Precious Metal Stock Review” is solely the responsibility
of the reader. We recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own
due diligence before acting on any information received through “Precious Metal Stock Review”.
*To unsubscribe send an email to newsletter@preciousmetalstockreview.com with “unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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